PART 2: CHARTING THE COURSE
What are the implementation steps for the accomplishments in the next 30 Days?
A. Fill in the accomplishments for the next 45 days down the first column.
B. Decide the “Victory” of each accomplishment. Example: At least 100 people are engaged in the campaign.
C. Decide the “Intent” of each activity. (why do we want to do this?)
D. Brainstorm the implementation steps required to achieve this accomplishment. Put them in order across the calendar.
E. Think about resources and budget needed for the sub-team to accomplish its task. Write and estimate in the “$” box at the end.
F. Identify a coordinator and team members for this work as well as potential collaborators / partners.
45 Day
Accomplishment
(What?)

Intent
(Why?)

PLANNING CALENDAR
December 16

December 30

List the local
See what works and -VA will find out
campaigns that
if we can use part what campaigns
have been done in of it
they have run
the last year
-NAMI will collect
campaigns they
have run

Crystal from
Region VI is
collecting this
information

List the campaigns
that have been
funded by Region
VI

Crystal will collect
this

Should be in the
public space and
therefore can be
used

Research National Can we find good
Campaigns that
messages
have been funded
by public dollars

Use Community
Can we determine
Resource Guides to what are some of
find what
the pitfalls
campaigns have
been done

Crystal will collect
the data

January 25
Compile a list of
best practices (top
5) and determine
what not to do

Victory

Resources

Effective Campaign Free media buys
That speaks to all
age ranges

Coordinator /
Collaborators
Team Members / Partners
-Crystal Fuller for
Region VI and
-Alex Burton will
collect NAMI
campaigns
Aileen Brady will
collect VA
campains

Consider Social
Media campaign
(snapchat etc)

Social media is
more effective for
youth

Ryan G. is talking
to his STEM class
for potential
messengers (youth)

Messages that
speak to youths

Youth interested in Ryan Griffin will
working on this
work on this

Consider social
media with QR
code to tell
resources

Make people aware
of resources

Ryan is starting to
work on a QR code

QR code that is
used by many
citizens

Youth developing Ryan Griffin will
an QR code and
take the lead on this
have a complete
resource directory
on it
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